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" Britain's posttlon is particularly difficult.
Courageous decisions will have to be taken,
decisions that will upset a great number of
vested interests."
Bravo, I said to: myself. Bravo. ·Mr. Derek
Ingram was putting it in a nutshell* The ques
tion had. been nagging me thruoghout his ex
cellent book, for can you have a Commonwealth
cutting across the races and setting the pace
for a colour-blind world with Dr. Verwoerd
breathing down your neck? Mr. Ingram had
deplored the situation as thoroughly as I and
so far with the same helpless exasperation. But
now, in the last few pages of his 'book, he was
obviously working towards suggesting a solution.

H The challenge of the apartheid policy has
to be answered by considerable deeds . . .

H The suggestion that apartheid has to be
supported to keep the gold in European hands
really casting all morality iO the winds . .. In
the decades to come this thinking will be danger
ous.

t( Fortunately, there is yet time. to ·conzmit
ourselves (i1'nzly on the side of right. One thing
is certain: the attitude Britain takes towards
South Africa will be watched by the whole of
Africa, the United Nations and the world. It
may be because Labour has {ewe1· entanglements
with big business, that this is at situation which
can be tackled satisfactorily only by a Labour
Government. ... "

My mind went back to last summer, to a pre
election interview I had with Mr. George
Thompson - now Minister of State in the
Foreign Office. Africa, he had told me most
emphatically, and foreign affairs in general,
don't bring in any votes. People just did not
care enough. The campaign would have to be
fought on domestic issues.

And so, concentrating on the British elec
torate's preoccupation with its o\vn affairs,
Labour won - just. Since Africa was not
part of the election platform, it did not have
to commit itself to any particular Africa policy
(the arms embargo excepted - and even this
undertaking has been lost sight of, in spirit if
not in letter); and Britain has a Labour gov
ernment which does not materially differ in its
attitude to Dr. Verwoerd and most other foreign
affairs from the Conservatives. " We are proud
of our trade with South Africa. Make no mis
take about that," Labour's Junior Minister for
Trade said in the House of Lords. How was
Mr. Ingram te know? His book contains a warm
foreword by Mr. Bottomley, Secretary of State
for Comonwealth Relations, commending the
author for his "stimulating ideas on \vhat
'Should be done in the future."

'so MUCH, THEN, is dbvious: No British Gov
ernment - even a Labour Government - is
likely to take any effective action about apar
'theid until it can. no longer safely avoid it
·without risking the loss of an appreciable num
·ber of votes. But the electorate does not care,
we are told - and we know it is true. It
is true - but does the British electorate know

*Coml1lonwealth for A Colour-blind ~Vorld by
Derek Ingram (George Allen and Unwin)

what this business of apartheid in South Africa
is really about?

It is too much to expect a press controlled
by big business and finance not. to defend the
owners' interests. When George Brown recently
accused the British press of hostility towards
the Labour Government, it was suggested that
he was attempting to hide the failure of Labour
policies behind a conspiracy which exists only
in his imagination. The only surprising thing
about George Brown's outburst was its naivete.
He cannot have supposed that the city and
industry would in the final count support any
thing that was threatening their very roots.
Whilst a number of national newspapers have
gone along in giving more or less qualified
approval to Labour's innocuous policies - and
almost all of Labour's policies are innocuous
enough to fit in with progressive capitalism 
not one of them put its weight behind the
only socialist measure on the Government's
current programme, namely the nationalisation
of the steel industry. The different levels of
sympathy with the Left which are sometimes
reflected in the editorial policies or in the
views of outside contributors in some publica
tions are never allowed to extend far enough
to rock the basis of private investment and
enterprise. It has long been obvious that this
is of the greatest importance as far as South
Africa is concerned. Colin and Margaret Legum
recently wrote that: the South African Informa
tion Department "has long since given up
hope of influencing the major newspapers, with
the solitary exception of Lord Beaverbrook's.
One of their toughest opponents is The Times
which is reviled in official Scuth African circles
as much as The Observer, The Guardian, and
The Economist. In the United States their
bete noire is The N e'W York Til1zes, which ·holds
firmly to the view that South Africa's policies
are' a peril to internatl" tal peace and security.'
But if the Western press is almost unifonnly
critical of apartheid it is also, with a few notwli>le
exceptions, equally opposed to international in
tervention, which is generally regarded as wrong
in principle and unworkable in practice."

ONE OF THE FEW NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS - I
cannot recall any other, though there may well
be - is nn article by Colin Legum himself,
in conjunction with Anthony Sampson, which
appeared jn the Observer on the eve of last
year's International Conference on Economic
Sanctions against South Africa. It constituted
a powerful plea for sanctions on the basis that
any alternative to effective action by the West
would give the Communists a lead in the strug
gle against apartheid which would decisively
enhance their reputation in Afro-Asian eyes and
ultimately result in moving southern Africa
out of the Western sphere of influence. This
was therefore a strong appeal to capitalist self
interest and concealed, perhaps wisely, the moral
content of the prcblem with which South Africa
confronts the world. However, the British press
not only fails in supporting the call for sanctions,
it also fails to present apartheid for what it is.
The Times, for instance, is usually content to
criticise not the main issue of apartheid but

its symptoms, if these .happen to have received
enough of the right sort of publicity to commend
them to that august editorial attention. To take
the latest example, Ruth First's recent autobi
ographical _description of the effects of the 90
day clause persuaded The Times to comment
that what the South African Government " may
have had against this detainee is neither here
nor there. The horrifying thing about her story,
as she tells it, is that it reveals a state of affairs
in which those in· charge of a once civilised
state have ridden roughshod over the rights
of individuals to fair treatment under the law.
Hers was far from being a solitary case ... If
she has given an inaccurate account of her
ordeal or if The Star - a newspaper of high
international stan9.ing - is wrong, Dr. Ver
woerd and Mr. Vorster should tell the world.
If. they remain silent they will convict themselves
and confirm the worst suspicion of their critics."

The Star i~ referred to for having described
cuctailment in the provisions for bail and other
measures as "calmly and deliberately" disre
garding "the principles which men in Anglo
Saxon (sic) countries at least have always re-
garded as the· very foundations of their indi
vidual liberty."

THE SUGGESTION THAT THE TRUTH about South
Africa's police methods remains to be established,
or that it could be shaken by anything Verwoerd
or Vorster may say comes several years too late.
The South African Government is no longer
suspect, it has long ago been convicted. As to
the case against Miss First being "neither here
nor there," it must be poicted out that her
ordeal makes sense only in the light of the
wider· abuse of humanity which has become
.South African practice. The perverted cult of
in'bred privilege which goes under the name of
apartheid is all-pervasive; the police methods in
themselves are the symptoms which will not
disappear until the central evil is attacked.

The same applies to the publicity .recently
accorded to the evidence of Slouth African
prison warders and others who spoke of torture.
There is of course no objection to the publicity
as such; on the contrary - the British press,
led in this instance by the Daily Mail, must be
praised for taking up the case which its
colleagues in South Africa had first raised
at great personal risk. But the impression given
by this camtJaign is that whilst there is some
thing wrong with South Africa's prisons, it
is something that can be remedied, which
in reality it cacnot be without destroying the
whole fabric of South African society. Even
more seriously, the Times Leader shows its
writer to be under the same misapprehension
about the true nature of apartheid as his more
extreme right-wing colleagues in holding that
"some of the African neighbours of the Re
public live in glass houses of Crystal Palace
dimensions in \vhich they would be well advised
to refrain from throwing stones." But the in
hum·anity 0f apartheid cannot be compared to
nonracial forms of injustice in government and
administration. In systems which practise poli
tical or religious discriminaton and persecution,
the victim can in the last resort elect to conform
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and so cease being the victim, whilst in South
,Africa the victim is born a victim - one can
change one's political allegiance but not one's
colour to escape Dr. Verwoerd. The full impact
'of what this means in terms of suffering caused
by ruthless brutality is seldom conveyned by a
press which does not wish' to arouse 'public
reVulsion strong enough to insist on ,measures
'liable to result in loss of profit anq possibly
even investment.

Since such limitations do 110t apply to a public
'Corporation, it is surpdsing to find the BBC
approaching the subject of 'apartheid' with 'con
,siderable caution. ,''(My rem'arks here are con
fined to sound radio, since my personal experi
ence of television' is, too limited to allow ,me to
judge.) News and current affairs programines
deal with British' and international events con
cerning the Republic, -but there is little atten
tion paid to cO'nditions and developments'1nside
South Africa~ In' accordance with 'its tradition
of impartiality, the BBC provides a platform
for commentators who are sympathetic -to the
South African Government, but those who put
the opposite point of view are not always the
most determined opponents of the Verwoerd
regime. Apologists are quite often regarded as
representing "liberal" opinion. The London
representatives of the ANC say that whilst
they were called upon to comment quite fre
quently some years ago, in the heyday of Afri
can independence when black nationalism was
a novelty, they have scarcely been asked for
their opinion during the last two years. Like
the press, the BBC 'is particularly reluctant to
provide a platform for the proponents of econ
omic sanctions against South Africa. An ex
ample was last year's· Security Council, Resolu
tion Which set, up an enquiry to report on the
various measures which could be applied to
bring apartheid to an end. As far as I remember,
the comment was uniformly against " coercion"
and "interference with South Africa's internal
affairs" even before the enquiry could get
under way. For instance, Stephen Hastings, 'a
Tory backbencher, produced all the standard
arguments why sanctions could not, would not
and should not be made to work, whilst those
who held opposite views. were not heard. By
contrast, the International Conference on Econ
omic Sanctions against South Africa which took
place in J-Jondon some weeks previously was
barely mentioned, and the findings of top
ranking experts who came to the conclusion that
sanctions were feasible \vere not presented to
the public. '

One may be excused for suspecting bias when
one considers the hair-raising day-to-day eye
\vitness accounts after the Stanleyville disaster.
The refugees, 'who informed the world of, Afri
ca's savage brutality after and even during every
news report must surely have been suspected
of being biased - though understandably so.
On top of this, the religious programme "Lift
Up Your Heart" was given over to missionaries
who related their hair-raising experiences twice
every morning for .a week. The recent report
of the British Council of Churches stressed
that British Christians must no longer remain
passive in view of what is happening in South

Africa, and it seems a pity that· a week of
"Lift Up Your Hearts" was not ,set aside for
ChurCh members' to bear witness to the tragic
even'ts in the Republic~

COLIN AND MARGARET LEGUM draw attention
to the, presure to which BBC producers are
subjected by the SoU;th African Information
Department and embassy staff when pro
granirries ~ttacking apartheid 'are· broadcast. The
Corporation is unlikely to be intimidated by
such attempts. However, there is little doubt
that the - South Africa <Foundation's London
Commitee 'with the w,eight of Big Business be
hind it has brought its infl~ence to bear on the
Corporation at various points to prevent the
critics of apartheid from, impairing international
confidence in South Africa's stability. Consid.;
ering the COIl11J1ittee's powerful backing, it is
remarka'ble that it did not succeed to' a much
greater extent,' but many producers and other
executives are totally opposed, to apartheid.
They would certainly be willing to arrange for
the presentation of theuI1;01itigated truth about
South Africa if it could be ascertained that this
is in line with BBC policy. Unfortunately, the
Corporation's attitude towards South 'Africa is
vague, but there is some hope for clarification
since Sir Hugh 'Greene's recent statements in
dicate that the BBC would not remain uncom
mitted where fundamental issues made it de
sira'bie to have its :position defined. There could
hardly be a fundamental issue of greater im
portance than the growing division of the world
along racial lines. The crass racial confronta~

tion in South Africa is central to this, adding
daily to the potential conflict between the white
haves and the coloured have-nots. Derek In
gram, whose remarks set me off on these
speculations, finds that Britain is in the " unique
position to mediate and help to avoid the world's
greatest racial catastrophe. She cannot stand
aside. Before long she may have to take one
of the great moral decisions of history. Some
time an attempt has to be made to bridge the
yawning chasm between the South African Gov
ernment and the non-white nations of the world
without precipitating violence. Perhaps the ini
tiative should come from Britain ... "

I am quoting ~lr. Ingram at some length
because there' are many others like he, men of
goodwill a'nd of liberal ideas, who are shocked
and who protest at what is going on. But their
protests and their talk about gre'at moral deci-

sions gives the impression that something is
actually being done, whereas the situation re
mains' unchanged, allowing Dr. Verwoerd plenty
of time to consolidate his position. It is time
people stopped deceiving themselves: the idea
that the problems of' South Mrica can be
settled peacefully, with Britain in a mediatory
role, is ludicrous. For a glimpse of the truth it
it only necessary to recall the, fanaticism in a
recent South African broadcast (which was,
however, not: widely reported in Britain) -

"South Africa will make a decisive contri
bution to the consolidati'on of the entire West
a's ,a white 'world united' in its struggle against
the joint forces of the yellow 'and black races
of· the' earth . . . When America reaches this
(Le. South Africa's} level of maturity in the
emergent world period, overcoming the transi
tional sickness of the modem period and taking
over the' leadership of the whole white world,
the West will be very favourably placed to win
the racial struggle on a global scale . . . "
How far removed is this' from 1939? And how
unlikely that the British public would be im
pervious to anything so reminiscent of Hitler~s

Germany! Dr. Verwoerd has made a number
of statements in a very similar vein, but this
particular pronouncement was made by Sir
Hugh Greene's counterpart, Dr. Piet Meyer,
Chairman ef the South African Broadcasting
Corporation. This would be of little interest,
were it not that it brings the issue to a level
on which the BBC could 1eact without seeming
too much out of step 'with the other news media.
And in view of its past record, it does .not
seem strange that the first of the important
decisions regarding South Africa might be taken
by the BBC.

For if Sir Hugh Greene's belief that the BBC
should not be impartial about "extreme forms
of political belief" is translated into practical
BBC policies, apartheid is obviously the first on
which the Corporation will have to drop its
impartiality. In doing so it will only pioneer
an attitude which the rest of Britain and the
rest of the West will have to 'adopt if there is
to be a free West in the world of tomorrow. •

s U Z ANN E C R 0 N J E, a writer and broad
caster on African affairs, divides her time
between Britain and Nigeria, where her hus
band, who is a South African, works as a
scientist for the Govern1nent.


